Bryston Plays
the Masters
High resolution digital master recordings
embody music the way artists intended it to
be heard, with up to four times the resolution
of compact discs. The Bryston BDP-1 has
been engineered and hand assembled to
deliver unfettered playback of digital music.
And the BDP-1 is the model of simplicity—
gracefully controlled by today’s most popular
portable devices.
Sonic perfection and easy to use—let the
Bryston BDP-1 play the masters for you.

Photo Courtesy Dirk Vandenberk/Chesky Records

Christy Baron Retrospective on Chesky Records

www.bryston.com
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New Pioneer Elite AV Receivers for 2012
Pioneer has expanded
its 2012 Elite line-up
of AV receivers with
ve new state-of-theart models - two 7.2channel models (SC-61
and SC-63), and three
9.2-channel
models
(SC-65, SC-67 and
SC-68). Each receiver
is designed to deliver
clean and powerful audio output with high efciency using Pioneer’s
renowned Class D amplication technology. The new line is also enhanced with advanced network connectivity
and features including Apple’s AirPlay, DLNA 1.5, Windows 7 compatibility, Internet radio, PC Setup control,
Advanced MCACC auto-calibration, Marvell Qdeo video processing and Pioneer apps for the iPhone, iPad, and
iPod touch. Each new model is highly customizable and will allow users to create a full 5.1 system and use the
remaining channels for additional zones, all controllable directly from the receiver and/or portable device running
the iControlAV2012 app. The SC-61 ($1,299), SC-63 ($1,499) models will be available in late June. The SC-65
($1,799), SC-67 ($2,199) and SC-68 ($2,499) will join them in late July. www.pioneerelectronics.ca

Fatman Mi-Tube Compact Valve Amplier with Bluetooth
Like other products in the Fatman range, the Mi-Tube
amplier has been designed to enable portable device
users to benet from the high level of sound quality that
a valve-based amplier system has to offer. In addition
to two standard pairs of RCA phono inputs for connecting CD players and other line level sources, Bluetooth
connectivity enables audio to be streamed wirelessly to
the amplier from Bluetooth-enabled devices such as
smartphones, laptops, iPhones, iPads and iPods. Despite
its compact dimensions, the Mi-Tube delivers a powerful 28 watts of audio per channel, with an output impedance of 4/8 Ohms and signal to noise ratio of 86 dB. It
is currently available in glossy white and black nishes,
but several custom top covers are also planned including
a Union Jack in readiness for the UK’s Diamond Jubilee
and Olympic celebrations as well as a crystal encrusted
“bling” top for the fashion conscious.
www.fat-man.co.uk
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Focal Spirit One Headphones
Looking for a sleek and luxurious pair of headphones, with performance to match?
Speaker maker Focal recently expanded its family of products with the introduction
of the company’s very rst headphones. With its sophisticated design and performance honouring Focal standards, the Spirit One is ready to hit the streets and living
rooms. The Spirit One is a high delity, light-weight (225 g), closed-design headphone that uses 40 mm diaphragms (mylar/titanium). An aluminum iPhone remote
integrated into the cable allows users to manage calls, and control functions of Apple
devices such as volume, play, pause, previous track or next track. Many accessories
are provided with the Spirit One: a 3.5mm to 6.35mm adapter for home listening,
airplane connector, soft transport cover, detachable anti-winding cord and a deluxe
rigid storage case. MSRP: $279. www.focal.com

Bowers & Wilkins P3 Headphones
The P3 is the latest addition to B&W’s growing range of headphones. Built from aluminum and durable rubber, these headphones feature a custom-made acoustic fabric
on the ear pad covers. The P3 folds up for easy storage, and stows away into its own
compact hard-shell carry case. Its speaker diaphragms feature driver terminals that
have been positioned to ensure uniform airow, resulting in more linear movement
and less distortion. The use of ultra-linear neodymium magnets and precision damping ensures smoother motion and therefore a more accurate, natural sound. The P3
comes with a hard carry case and a choice of cables: one with a remote/microphone
attachment that works with iPhones; and another that ensures compatibility with all
other mobile phones and MP3 players. MSRP: $199 US. www.bowers-wilkins.com

productnews
Denon IN-Command Series AV Receivers for 2012
Denon has just added three new models to its IN-Command
Series of AV receivers, including the AVR-3313CI, AVR2313CI and AVR-2113CI. Highlights of the new models
include AirPlay capability, a newly designed GUI interface,
Audyssey MultEQ XT Auto Setup and Calibration, 4K video
capability, Sirius XM, vTuner Internet radio and Pandora, as
well as a free control app for iPhone, iPad and iPod touch users. The AVR-3313CI incorporates true multi-zone HDMI
audio/video distribution with the inclusion of HDMI matrix
switching functionality. Equipped with three HDMI outputs
(2 x parallel, 1 x discrete), the AVR-3313CI allows for the
connection of up to three different HDMI equipped displays; users can now send two different HDMI feeds to two
displays at the same time directly from the receiver, eliminating the need for costly external switches and extra
remote control complexity. MSRP: AVR-3313CI ($1299.95 US), AVR-2313CI ($999.95 US) and AVR-2113CI
($749.95 US) www.denon.com

PSB T2 Imagine Series Speaker
PSB’s new T2 speaker improves on the performance of the previous Imagine
series agship model. An additional 5.25” woofer, for a total of three, is incorporated in a taller, triple-port bass reex enclosure, producing deeper bass down to
34 Hz. As an additional benet, maximum power handling is increased by 50%
to 300 watts. Rounding out the front bafe are a 4” midrange and 1” ferrouid
cooled tweeter with titanium dome. The T2 draws on many design principles
and technology found in PSB’s Synchrony Series. For example, each woofer is
isolated in its own sealed chamber providing greater control over the system tuning, resulting in deeper bass. Also trickling down from Synchrony’s design, the
T2 utilizes a ve-way transitional design so that its “in-phase lobe” is balanced
and even throughout the seated-to-standing vertical window of the prime listening area (hence its “tweeter-under” layout), ensuring superb sound under real-life
listening conditions. The T2 is extensively engineered so that its primary “oorbounce” reection actually helps smooth and extend mid-bass and midrange response. The T2’s rear panel offers dual, 5-way, gold-plated, binding posts for biamping or bi-wiring. MSRP: $3,500 US (Dark Cherry, Walnut and Black Ash)
and $3,850 US (High Gloss Black or White). www.psbspeakers.com

New Components From McIntosh Laboratory
If you’re thinking of assembling a high performance home theatre system you’ll denitely want to consider these
brand new McIntosh components. New for 2012 are the MX121 A/V Control Center, MX151 A/V Control Center,
MC8207 Power Amplier, and MVP891 Audio Video Player. In addition to McIntosh’s legendary audio performance the MX121 control centre offers an extensive number of features including Apple’s Airplay, DNLA and USB
connectivity, robust up-converting video processing, 3D support as well as decoders for all the latest audio formats.
The MX151 offers even better audio performance and advanced on-board RoomPerfect auto-equalization, although
has fewer features than the MX121. The MC8207 amplier
delivers 7 channels of power at 200 watts per channel for a
true cinematic experience. The unique McIntosh Dynamic
Power Management circuit allows full power into both 4
and 8 ohm speakers. The MVP891 player offers universal
compatibility and world-class performance from virtually
all of today’s most advanced video and audio disc formats
including 3D Blu-ray, SACD and DVD-Audio. MSRP:
MX121 ($6,000), MX151 ($12,500), MC8207 ($6,000)
and MVP891 ($5,500). All prices are in US.
www.mcintoshlabs.com
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KEF LS50 Special 50th Anniversary Mini Monitor
To commemorate its 50th anniversary, KEF has introduced a new mini monitor
called the LS50 – a reinterpretation of the research, design and engineering approach of the legendary LS3/5a using the latest technologies developed at KEF.
The LS50 monitor promises a rich, multi-dimensional ‘soundstage experience’
that is rare in a loudspeaker with such a compact design. At its heart beats the KEF
Uni-Q driver array, capable of mastering an exceptional range of dynamic highs
and lows over a large listening area. MSRP: $1,499 US. www.kef.com

Marantz NR1603 and NR1403 Slimline AV Receivers
The new 7.1-channel NR1603 and the 5.1-channel NR1403 AV receivers are designed for those who desire a quality audio video
experience in rooms where space for full-sized components is not possible. Both new models feature a front panel HDMI input and
come equipped with Audyssey’s MultEQ automatic calibration, Dynamic Volume and Dynamic EQ technologies. In addition to these,
the NR1603 features DLNA compliance, Internet Radio, Sirius-XM compatibility, a video scaler and Apple’s AirPlay. When used
in conjunction with the optional RX-101 Bluetooth receiver, both models facilitate audio playback from Bluetooth-enabled devices.
MSRP: NR1603 ($729 US) and NR1403 ($479 US). www.marantz.com

Choosing a Compact Speaker System to Complement your HDTV
+ Suggested Quality Compact Speaker Systems

Jeremy Phan
HDTVs are now the norm in a vast
majority of North American households but without the immersive
sound to accompany that highdenition picture, you may as well
be watching an old Charlie Chaplin
movie (not that there’s anything
wrong with such classics).
One of the reasons consumers
still attend screenings at their local
cinema is due to the massive, immersive sound experience available
there. Everything from the faintest
whisper to powerful explosions is
rendered to give the moviegoer the
feeling that they’re in the middle
of the on-screen action. This experience can be brought home by investing in a quality surround sound
system – one that doesn’t have to
break the bank or take up your entire living room.
Many HDTV owners are tempted
by the bundled theatre-in-a-box
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(HTIB) systems which offer a quick,
one-stop purchase that includes everything to get the basic 5.1/7.1 surround sound setup. However what
many consumers don’t realize is
that these HTIB systems are typically severely limited in their performance and options. As this article will detail, their one-size-ts-all
approach will often leave you wanting more but subsequently unable
to upgrade due to the constraints
and limitations of the components.
This means that when you eventually want to upgrade the sound portion of your home theatre, you will
likely end up having to replace both
the receiver/amplier/disc player
(typically combined into a single
box) and the speakers as well. By
investing in a dedicated compact
surround sound system and a separate receiver, the two components
can be tailored to your individual
preferences and budget, with room
to grow and expand as needed.

HTIBs suffer from a myriad of
constraints that limit their quality.
Their surround speakers are typically low-quality, have limited range,
and are made of cheaper plastics
and materials. This leads to a small
soundstage often lled with hollow,
tinny sound that doesn’t complement what is happening on the
screen. The “.1” of the 5.1/7.1 is often accomplished by a passive (nonpowered) subwoofer that strains to
produce any meaningful bass. The
result is what is called “one-note
bass,” the booming, tone-deaf
sound often heard emanating from
modied vehicles. Bass is supposed
to produce the deep, rumbling feeling when a truck rolls by or a jet
ghter streaks overhead and while
subwoofers do cover a narrower
frequency range than surround or
centre speakers, they should still
produce different bass sounds instead of a single toneless thump.
Lastly, these speakers are often spe-
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compactspeakersystems
cically designed and tuned for the lite radio, etc.), and other features ensuring that consumers get the aupackaged receiver they connect to, (multizone, automatic calibration, dio quality they expect from such
sometimes with proprietary connec- etc.). Most receivers should cover nameplates during their movietors, making upgrading them impos- the core requirements of the aver- viewing experience.
sible and/or a waste of money since age home theatre (surround sound
Let’s take a closer look at some of
the source powering them won’t be output and video switching) so it’s these higher quality speaker packable to fully utilize higher-quality features beyond those that are up to ages.
replacement speakers.
the individual user. The mainstream
To start off the round-up let’s
Powering those inadequate speak- audio and video formats won’t see consider the Cambridge Audio
ers is a box that typically contains signicant changes and adoption for Minx series of home cinema speaka Blu-ray/DVD player, an ampli- the next few years so a full-featured ers. The three 5.1 surround speaker
er, and a decoder. While these receiver should last just as long. On packages offered in the Minx series
sleek, all-in-one units may be suf- the audio side, lossless audio co- are the S215 ($899), S325 ($1,499)
cient for tiny, overpriced condos decs already support up to 8 chan- and S525 ($1,899). The S215 packin downtown Vancouver or Toronto, nels at high bitrates. On the video age includes ve identical speaktheir limited performance won’t be side, 1080p is sufcient for the vast ers, each equipped with a single
able to create a realistic, immersive majority of home theatre spaces 2.25” driver, plus a 6.5” 200 watt
sound experience in most rooms. and new receivers will typically subwoofer. The next level up, the
Also, their limited connectivity and support 4K resolution pass-through S325 package, adds a second 2.25”
functionality means that they won’t for future-proong your investment. longthrow woofer to each satellite
be able to accommodate new in- To learn everything you should and includes a larger 8” 300 watt
puts, online streaming services, and know before buying an AV receiver, subwoofer. The top of the line S525
other devices consumers are nding please read our “AV Receiver Buy- system uses the same satellites as
themselves adding to their home er’s Guide” in the “Buyer
the S325 but bundles in a massive
theatre setups. Many of these all-in- Guides” section of www.
10” 500 watt subwoofer. All of these
one boxes lack inputs, either analog canadahi.com (readers
speaker packages are available in
or HDMI (and therefore the ability of our iPad/tablet edition
high gloss black or white. The Minx
to upscale non-HD content) and do can click HERE to jump
series has the distinction of having
not support higher-delity lossless directly to the guide).
the smallest speakers in this roundcodecs such as Dolby TrueHD or
Once you’ve selected your receiv- up. The single-driver satellites in
DTS-HD Master Audio. They also er, it’s now time to look at speakers. the S215 are a diminutive 78mm x
lack functions found in many new While several years ago, this would 78mm, which is shorter than a can
mid-range and even entry-level require researching and selecting of pop. www.cambridgeaudio.com
standalone AV receivers such as different speakers for the front chanParadigm has two 5.1 speaker sysiPod connectivity, multi-zone ca- nels, centre, and surround channels, tem options in its lineup, catering to
pabilities, 3D compatibility, online many manufacturers now offer both small and larger budgets. The
and network streaming capabilities high-quality surround packages tar- rst is the Paradigm Cinema 100
(such as DLNA).
geted at the home theatre segment. CT 5.1 system which contains ve
Hopefully the breakdown above These
packages
will have convinced you why these are available from
HTIBs are a shortcut better not recognized
and
taken. By investing in a separate AV respected speaker
receiver and speaker set, the audio m a n u f a c t u r e r s
portion of your home theatre experi- such as Paradigm,
ence will see a vast improvement in Monitor
Audio,
functionality, future-proong, and Focal, Cambridge
most importantly, sound quality.
Audio, KEF, DeTo start, perform an assessment of nitive
Technolwhat you require in a home theatre ogy and others.
receiver. This includes key speci- These manufacturcations such as quantity and type ers have taken the
of inputs/outputs (analog, digital, technology, design,
3D support, 4K resolution support/ and quality of their
passthrough, etc.), speaker support stereo
speakers
(5.1, 7.1, 9.2, etc.), connectivity and adapted them
(AirPlay, DLNA, Bluetooth, Eth- into packages for Cambridge Audio Minx series of home cinema
ernet/WiFi, Internet, iPod, satel- the home theatre, speakers.
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The Paradigm Cinema 100 CT 5.1 system contains ve Cinema 100 satellites and the
Cinema Sub subwoofer.
Cinema 100 satellites and the Cinema Sub
subwoofer (MSRP $1,099 for the set; or
$329 for a pair of satellites, and $379 for
the subwoofer). Each Cinema 100 satellite combines a 1” tweeter and a 4” bass/
mid driver, while the Cinema Sub features
an 8” woofer powered by a 300 watt amplier. For rooms that require more power,
Paradigm offers multiple upgrade options.
The satellites can be upgraded to the Cinema 200 model ($279 each) which features a second 4” bass/mid driver, or for
even more power, the Cinema 400 ($429
each) which features ve drivers - two 4”
bass, two 4” mid-bass, and one 1” tweeter.
For those tight on space, the front speakers can be replaced with the Cinema Trio
($599 each), which uses seven drivers to
combine the left-centre-right channels

into a single enclosure.
Paradigm’s second speaker system offers
such a high level of performance that the
company made it a part of its ‘Reference’
series of products. The Paradigm Reference MilleniaOne 5.0 speaker system
($1,349) consists of ve identical 100 watt
speakers, each combining a 1” tweeter
and a 4” mid-bass driver. All of the midbass drivers utilize pure aluminum cones
while the high-frequency drivers are lled
with a ferromagnetic uid to increase
their power handling. The matching MilleniaSub subwoofer ($1,499) has a dual
woofer bipolar design and a built-in 900
watt (peak)/300 watt RMS amplier. This
subwoofer’s design and compact form
factor allow it to t just about anywhere in
the room, even under the couch, while al-

ways offering awesome bass performance.
This system was reviewed by Suave Kajko,
CANADA HiFi’s editor-in-chief, back in
the June/July 2011 issue and he loved it
so much, it has since become an integral
part of his living room. The MilleniaOne
speaker package is also available in a 2.0
conguration ($549) and a 3.0 conguration ($829). www.paradigm.com
Monitor Audio’s Apex series of compact, high quality home theatre speakers
features two levels of satellites - the 100
watt A10 ($499) and the 200 watt A40
($799). The smaller A10 satellite features
a 1” C-CAM gold dome tweeter and a 5.5”
C-CAM mid-bass driver. The A40 speaker
contains the same 1” gold dome tweeter
but double the driver count. The bass
frequencies are handled by the matching
Apex series AW12 ($1,699), a 12” 500
watt subwoofer. The speakers can be
mixed and matched to suit your performance needs and budget – for example,
four A10 speakers (for the front and surround channels) can be combined with
the A40 as the centre channel. A more affordable 5.1 system can also be assembled
by using the lower priced Monitor Audio
Radius HD series subwoofer ($999). The
Apex series speakers are nice and shallow, ensuring they don’t protrude too far
from your walls, and sound anything but
small. The A10s are 140 mm deep while
the A40s are only 100 mm deep. www.
monitoraudio.ca
Focal, the dream speaker brand of many
audio enthusiasts, offers two lifestyle se-

Monitor Audio’s Apex series of compact, high quality home
The Paradigm Reference MilleniaOne 5.0 (along with the Milleniatheatre speakers offers two levels of satellites, the 100 watt A10
Sub subwoofer) is the best sounding compact speaker system ever
and the 200 watt A40.
reviewed by CANADA HiFi.

www.canadahi.com
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ries of compact speakers which allow those with smaller rooms to experience a taste of the Focal sound.
The rst series goes under the name
Sib & Co and offers a choice of two
different satellites. The Sib ($475/
pair) is a compact 2-way bass-reex
speaker which offers a 5” Polyex
mid-bass driver and a 3/4” mylar
dome tweeter. Its larger sibling,
the Sib XL ($450/each), is a 2-way
bass-reex LCR speaker which
combines two of the same 5” drivers as the Sib with a 3/4” aluminium
dome tweeter. Rounding out the
series is the 8” Cub 2 subwoofer
($550), powered by a 150 watt
BASH amplier. A 5.1 package,
containing ve Sib speakers and the
Cub 2 subwoofer can be purchased
for $999.
For something both visually and
technologically different, look no
further than the Focal Dôme series.
The 100 watt Dôme satellite ($750/
pair) is a 2-way speaker that houses a 4” mid-bass polyglass cone
woofer and a 1” inverted dome
tweeter, in Focal’s unique sealed

in the bottom end is
the 8.3” Dôme subwoofer ($850), powered by a 100 watt
BASH amplier. A
5.1-channel Dôme
speaker
package
retails for $2,599.
www.focal.com
Another speaker
maker that offers
a wide selection of
attractively-styled,
compact
speaker
systems is KEF.
The
company’s
T series contains The Denitive Technology ProCinema 1000 5.1three systems: the channel compact speaker system.
T105
($1,699),
offers numerous respected comT205 ($1,999) and
T305 ($2,499). These low prole pact speaker systems. For small
speakers can be placed on stands rooms, you might want to consider
or wall mounted. There is also the ProCinema 400 system ($699)
the KHT series, which caters to a which consists of four ProMonitor
wider range of budgets, consisting 400 satellites, the ProCenter 400
of three 5.1-channel systems, the and the ProSub 400. If your room
KHT1505 ($999), KHT2005K1 is larger than the average, Deni($1,400) and KHT3005K2 ($2,000). tive Technology’s got you covered
The entry-level KHT1505 system with its ProCinema 1000 ($1,899)
contains ve identi- system. This package includes four
cal satellite speakers, 200 watt ProMonitor 1000 sateleach with a 2” driver lites, each containing a 1” tweeter,
and 0.75” tweeter, plus a 5.25” mid-bass driver, and a 5.25”
an 8”, 200 watt sub- bass driver; one 200 watt ProCenwoofer. The agship ter 1000 centre channel containing
KHT3005K2 system a 1” tweeter, two 4.5” mid-bass
contains four identical drivers, and two 4.5” bass drivers;
satellite speakers (each and the ProSub 1000, a 300 watt
with KEF’s advanced 10” subwoofer. The centre can also
4.5” Uni-Q driver ar- be upgraded to the ProCenter 2000,
ray), a centre channel which boosts the power to 250 watts.
(with the same 4.5” Rounding out Denitive TechnoloUni-Q driver and dual gy’s compact speaker line-up is the
3” woofers) as well as high-end, ultra-at Mythos XTR-50
a 10”, 250-watt sub- -based system (from $3,749), perwoofer. The Uni-Q fectly suited for use with at panel
driver design places TVs. www.denitivetech.com
With all these options, for both
the tweeter in the cenThe Focal Dôme series 5.1 speaker package is
tre of the bass/mid- speaker sets and receivers, hopefulperhaps the sleekest looking system in this line-up
range woofer. The ly you’ll think twice about HTIBs
and offers a performance to match.
result is sound that and pass them over, instead optis dispersed evenly ing for an independent, standalone
dome design. While these speak- throughout the room, eliminating receiver, along with a fuller-range,
ers can be setup on a table or wall, the “sweet spot” effect. www.kef. higher-quality speaker set. Your
ears will thank you for it and your
their wide-range mount also allows com
them to be mounted on the ceiling.
Topping up our round-up is De- media will sound much closer to the
Accompanying the series and lling nitive Technology, a company that way it was intended.
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The Art of Listening
What Listening to Music Means to Me

+ Key Qualities You Should
Look for in an Audio System

Phil Gold
Did you know that your audio system can
affect the kind of music you listen to? As
an extreme example, consider the tricked
out Honda Civic with massive subwoofers cruising down the high street. No way
would Miles Davis or the Tokyo String
Quartet sound good in that environment,
never mind the strange looks you’d get
from the people you’re out to impress.
You play to your strengths. You’ve got
massive deep bass – well hip hop just
thrives in that environment. Single ended
triode amps? These so called ea-powered
amps will fall at under the load of heavy
rock or a full symphony orchestra. It’s a
vicious circle. You buy the big subwoofers
because you like hip hop, then you nd
your system isn’t much good for anything
else so you stay in that groove. It can also
be a virtuous circle if you play your cards
right.
If you want to expand your musical horizons, you’re going to need equipment that
serves a wide variety of music well. And
when you have that system, you’ll be able
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to enjoy the head banger stuff and modern transistor radio out of earshot of my parjazz, Mahler and Keb’ Mo’, Amy Wine- ents. In fact I installed a bell push on that
house and Leonard Cohen. It may cost radio so the music would cut out when I
you an arm and a leg, but you wouldn’t be fell asleep at night. Despite looking like a
reading this magazine if you were happy geek to all my friends, who thought classical music was for blue-rinse old ladies,
with what you’ve got now, would you?
How do you choose the music you lis- I lapped up the best that London’s Royal
ten to? Does the music really speak to you Festival Hall or my local music library had
or does it just impress your friends? Have to offer, while borrowing and taping my
you really tried every kind of music out friends’ Led Zeppelin and King Crimson
there and made rational choices based on albums, falling under the spell of Dylan,
that extensive experience or are there en- Donovan, Nina Simone, The Stones, The
tire musical genres you never mess with Who and The Kinks. I’ve reviewed clas– salsa, opera, reggae, funk, techno, Mo- sical, pop, klezmer, jazz, folk and world
town, folk? There’s amazing music to be music and nothing excites me more than
had in every area, but if you’ve set up your discovering a new type of music where
HiFi to favour one particular style, you the invention is high and execution suwon’t enjoy some other styles and you’ll perb. OK so I’m not into Polka, electronic
or country but that still leaves quite a lot
be missing out.
I’ve been in this business for a long time, for me to discover. Along the way, my
contributing articles to a variety of HiFi stereo has been on an upward path where
magazines and blogs. I’m a gear-head for you could easily plot against time not just
sure, but music is my rst love. I grew up bandwidth extension and atness, but
on a parentally enforced diet of classical lower distortion levels, improvements to
music (Monday to Friday) and traditional imaging and dynamics. I’ve also experijazz (weekends), but cheated by listening enced a startling expansion of the range
to pirate radio (Radio Luxemburg) on a and quality of live music in Toronto.
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During this time there have been many eventually describe in my review. I’m just
aha moments, where a window has hoping to be captivated by the music I’m
opened onto the music which I never want listening to. I want to be overcome with
to close. The Linn Sondek LP12 was a emotion, connected to the performing artrevelation as to just how good a gramo- ists and unwilling to press pause. If I nd
phone could sound, so much better than my feet tapping, or I start singing along or
the direct drive offerings from Japan. I I want to get up and dance or air conduct,
bought mine in 1980 and it’s still perform- that’s the sign I’m looking for. The details
ing superbly today, in fact much better, come later.
thanks to a steady stream of updates. The
A lot of people say to me that good
introduction of digital, sadly, was not one equipment would be wasted on them beof those happy moments, although today’s cause their ears aren’t critical enough to
hi-rez bears little relation to the early cold, really hear much difference between two
clinical, even sterile offerings we were ampliers or two pairs of speakers or so
assured had “perfect sound forever”. The on. They may even laugh at the suggesMeridian M2 active speaker was a genu- tion that substituting one power cord for
ine game changer, a speaker so good I another can make any signicant differheld onto it well past its “sell-by” date be- ence. But I will tell you categorically, my
cause it put most other speakers to shame. ears are no more special than yours, and
Ditto the Wilson Benesch Act 1, not just if I can hear the difference, so can you.
world class sound but looks to die for. The I’ve never had anyone actually sit down
YBA Integré DT amp also marked a great with me and fail to appreciate the major
leap forward - a true glimpse of the real differences I do, so I think those people
high end at a somewhat affordable price. are selling themselves short. Certainly
More recently, the XDS1 SACD player some people will enjoy a type of sound
from EMM Labs nally showed me what that I don’t – listening is pretty subjective,
digital sound can be, mightily expensive but certain aspects will have all listeners
but still less than half the price of several appreciating lower distortion, improved
inferior rivals.
imaging, higher dynamic range and so on.
When one of these breakthrough prod- Even among professional reviewers there
ucts appears, you nd there’s more on are some I generally agree with, one in
your recordings than you ever knew. It’s particular I always seem to agree with (or
not that you suddenly hear details that perhaps he always agrees with me), and
weren’t there before. Go back and listen some that make we want to pull my hair
to the previous component and you’ll out (while I still have some).
probably hear that new detail. What has
Let me break it down and explain some
changed is the ease with which your brain of the key qualities that a good quality
absorbs the richness and subtlety of the HiFi system should offer while listening
music, the spaciousness and pin point pre- to music.
cision of the image, the improvements in
Editor’s note: each term below is foldynamic range that remind you of the live lowed by an example of an album and/or
music experience.
specic song compiled by Phil Gold, Neil
How do I know when I’m listening to Underwood and Suave Kajko.
a great component? First of all you can’t
hear just how good that EMM Labs CD Wide Bandwidth
player is unless the rest of the system is The ability of a system to reproduce all
performing at a similar level. In fact your the notes of the musical spectrum with
system is only as strong as its weakest equal delight. No small speaker can give
link, so a reviewer like me has to have top you this – they will all roll off in the lower
notch (reference quality) components end frequencies. Diana Krall’s All For You
to end. Then you can judge a particular should do the trick. Also try just about
component by switching it in and out of any track from the Dire Straits Brothers In
the system and comparing it with another Arms album. This album nicely captures a
component you are familiar with. When wide musical spectrum ranging from soft
I listen, I’m not looking at how deep the cymbal strikes to deep, tuneful bass notes
bass goes, or how sharp the transients or and everything in between.
any of those aspects of sound that I must
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Soundstage
You’re looking for a three dimensional
image where each performer is clearly
located in space – there should be depth
(one in front of another), width (strung out
across a stage) and height (very difcult
to achieve – only the very best equipment
can portray height). Most of all, the image should be stable and consistent as you
move around the room. You won’t nd this
in early stereo recordings or in anything
compressed to MP3. Try the Ray Charles
album Genius Loves Company. Another
disc with a great soundstage is the Alanis Morissette Jagged Little Pill Acoustic
album. The track “You Oughta Know”
should very easily allow you to pin point
the locations of the vocals and the instruments – the vocals are slightly raised to
the right of the soundstage, the acoustic
guitar is elevated slightly and positioned
on the left, while the drums are clearly located behind the vocals. This entire album
has a natural three-dimensionality, with a
good portrayal of width, depth and height.
Most Radiohead albums also offer a great
sense of mesmerizing three-dimensionality, although you should realize that Radiohead song soundstages are engineered
rather than the real-life soundstage that’s
on the Alanis Morisette disc.
Air
By this we mean extension at the top end
of the frequency band. Commonly speakers will roll off (or cut off) in the high treble and you will experience this as a lack
of sparkle, particularly noticeable as a tizzy sound on cymbals or a very dry sound
in percussion and wind instruments like
the ute. Voices in particular really open
up on a system with air. Try Joni Mitchell’s Blue, Amy Winehouse’s Rehab or the
Alanis Morissette album mentioned above.
If you’re into new rock, you should also
try City and Colour’s Little Hell album.
“The Grand Optimist” track contains two
voices that are perfectly blended together
yet each one is very clearly within its own
space. There is plenty of air between all
of the instruments, which creates a clear
distinction and space between the guitar
and drum elements.
Accurate Tone
You want to be able to tell if the guitar
is a Fender Stratocaster or a Gibson Les
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No worries about placement, go wireless with Paradigm’s PT-2 Wireless Transmitter*
– put the sub where it looks best and let Paradigm’s PBK* dial in perfect bass.
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*Paradigm’s PBK and PT-2 Wireless Transmitter available as extremely affordable options.
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Paul, or if that violin is an Amati or a
Stradivarius. It’s all about the harmonics
that resonate above the actual note that is
played and you need a very ne tweeter
to do the job. If it’s a voice it should be
like the singer is standing in front of you
– clear, rich and reective of their talking
voice, not a shrill, articial voice singing
words you can barely make out. Try First
We Take Manhatten or anything else by
Jennifer Warnes. Cat Stevens’ Tea For
the Tillerman album also has some great
tracks to test this. Play “Sad Lisa” and
listen for an accurate piano tone as well as
clear and rich vocals. Also pay attention
to natural tones of the string arrangement
at the back of the soundstage, as the bows
are drawn across the strings. The vocals
should maintain clarity even as other instruments play their respectable parts.
Resolution
The higher the resolution, the more detail
you can hear, for sure, but also the easier
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it is for the mind to recognize the sound. you hear it. It’s a forward thrust to the
Just like a very low resolution picture music that draws the listener in, making
may make it hard to see a small detail like it impossible to treat as background music.
the time on a watch, so it is with sound. It applies equally to just about any genre
The problems are amplied when there of music. When played on a quality auare many simultaneous voices or instru- dio system, Adele’s “Someone Like You”
ments. Low resolution makes the sing- from the album 21 should give you the
ers in a choir blend into one, while perception that she is right in front of you
high resolution lets you hear each singing and playing piano. Pay attention
voice individually among all the to the nuances in her voice and the natural
others. Try the Beach Boys clas- tones of the piano keys. If the hairs on the
sic Good Vibrations. Radiohead’s back of your neck stand up then you know
Kid A starts with a track named your system is getting it right.
“Everything In Its Right Place”
and sets the right tone for the en- Transparency
tire album. This track contains A hallmark of the very best HiFi is the
multiple voices, instruments and clarity that certain highly accurate and
various sound effects which blend high resolution equipment can bring. Like
perfectly as a whole, yet each in- presence it can apply to any music. It’s true
dividual component can be easily to the mantra “do no evil”, adding nothdistinguished. AIR French Band ing of its own to the signal. There’s plenty
Moon Safari is another great al- of stuff out there that has its own house
bum which contains plenty of mu- sound, which may be attractive in itself
but is really a form of distortion. Think
sical details.
warmth, an excess of harmonic richness
you sometimes get with tubed equipment.
Dynamic Range
This is something you’ll pay a lot of mon- Try Johnny Cash’s American IV album –
ey to get right. All loudspeakers compress, listen to the subtleties of his iconic vocals
as do all ampliers but to a lesser extent. and the richness of guitar strings as well as
You’re looking for something that main- the strumming as the pick hits the strings.
tains the same distance between the quiet- A transparent system should extract the
est parts of a song and the loudest – Pin- nest details in his voice and produce an
ball Wizard will be as good a test as any emotion lled performance.
sort of Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony.
“Since I’ve Been Loving You” from Zep- The big payoff
plin’s III album is another good song to The reward for your hard earned cash and
test dynamic range. This song starts with perseverance in putting together a system
a soft guitar lick, supported by the loud- that scores well on all these characteristics
er thump of drums, and slowly builds in is the sheer delight in the beauty and realintensity and dynamics. The vocals and ism of the best recordings. In every genre
guitars uctuate greatly in dynamic range there are insanely great recordings which
will just transport you, have you stompthroughout this track.
ing your feet and swaying your hips in
time to the music. Jazz fans should pull
Speed
An accurate system gets the timing right, out Miles Davis’ Kind of Blue. Classical
especially noticeable in sharp transient, music lovers will revel in the sound world
drum thwacks for example. But it takes of the Kodaly String Quartet playing
time to accelerate a mechanical object Haydn. Everyone can rejoice in the Beatsuch as a speaker cone up to speed, result- les startling Love album and so on. But all
ing in blurred edges and a noticeable re- recordings will reveal far more musical
duction in impact. Try Bartok’s Concerto value than you might have imagined and
for Orchestra or Keb’ Mo’s Am I Wrong? you’ll be open to a much wider variety of
Another good track to test speed is “Over- music than ever before when you can hear
them each at their best. Ultimately, it’s not
ture” on The Who’s Tommy album.
about the equipment, it’s about your musical enjoyment, and music enriches our
Presence
A bit hard to dene but you know it when lives to no end.
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MRX A/V RECEIVERS WITH ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

TURN YOUR LISTENING PLACE
INTO ‘LIVE’ CONCERT SPACE

+
MRX 700 A/V RECEIVER

+
ANTHEM ROOM CORRECTION

=

HOME
THEATER
BLISS

THE ROOM

Room boundaries, room dimensions, overstuffed/understuffed rooms, don’t
let those things negatively affect your sound quality. In a process that takes
less than five minutes, the award-winning ARC rehabs your room!
✓ 7 channels of power — more continuous power than anything else in
their price range. MRX 700: 120 watts per channel; MRX 500: 100 watts
per channel; MRX 300: 80 watts per channel;
✓ Yes, you can play music from a flash drive or USB
hard disk drive (MRX 500/MRX 700);
✓ Yes, Internet radio is included (MRX 500/MRX 700);
HD radio too on the MRX 700;

equipped

✓ Yes, you can use it with your iPod or iPhone
— optional Anthem MDX 1 dock coming soon;
✓ Yes, it's intuitive with user-friendly menus;
✓ Yes, ARC is included with every MRX.
Full details at www.anthemAV.com
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Audio Physic Sitara 25 Loudspeakers

George de Sa
It was late in February when I received
a much anticipated visit from Reinhard
Goerner of Goerner Communication, the
North American distributor for Audio
Physic. Reinhard had driven from Montreal to my home, just outside Toronto, to
personally deliver the set of Audio Physic
Sitara 25 loudspeakers, for this review. A
friendly conversation ensued, as Reinhard
took the time to set-up the speakers in my
listening room and explain the product.
Not only had Reinhard delivered a brand
new set but I greatly appreciated that he’d
taken the time to give them an adequate
break-in. Things were off to a good start.
Audio Physic was founded over 25 years
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ago and is based out of Brilon in Germany.
The name of the company caught my attention. Audio was clear enough but what
did Physic actually mean. Well, “physic”
does not carry the same meaning as “physique” nor is it pronounced the same way.
Phonetically, physic would be spelled as
“z-ik”, and generally dened as: “a medicine” or “to relieve or cure”. From this,
I’d gather that the name, Audio Physic,
implies that the company strives to offer
a remedy or cure to ailments that some of
us audio enthusiasts face in our quest to
attain audio bliss. The company slogan is
“no loss of ne detail”, which adds to the
impression that its focus is to also do no
harm.
There are four Audio Physic loudspeaker

lines, ranging from the least to most expensive they are: the TV line, Yara line,
High End line and Reference line. The Sitara 25 is the smallest oorstanding speaker model within the High End line, which
sits just below the company’s agship
Reference line. To commemorate Audio
Physic’s recent 25th anniversary, a number of its speaker models were revised and
given the “25” designation; the Sitara 25
being the most recent in the High End line
to receive this update.
The Sitara 25 review set came nished in
a special Macassar ebony veneer ($5,490)
but is also offered in a number of standard
real-wood veneers ($4,990), including oak,
cherry, walnut and black ash. The optional
veneers include the aforementioned ebony
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Spellbinding.

DacMagic Plus - 24/192 Digital to Analog converter

The world’s best DAC
just got even better!
Improving on a legend is never easy, but Cambridge
Audio has gone back to the drawing board to create
the DacMagic Plus with exciting new features, wireless
device connectivity, and best of all, significantly
enhanced audio performance.
DacMagic Plus works by taking a digital audio signal
from your PC, digital iPod dock or TV which it analyses
and upgrades using our clever ATF2 algorithm.
It’s totally flexible and supports digital music of all
formats. DacMagic Plus even supports 24-bit data
over USB so you can enjoy better than CD quality from
uncompressed music stored on your PC.

To locate your nearest dealer, read the latest reviews and more,
visit www.cambridge-audio.com
Distributed by USA: Audio Plus Services - www.audioplusservices.com - 800.663.9352
Distributed by Canada: Plurison - www.plurison.com - 866.271.5689

$679

"The Cambridge Audio DacMagic Plus has certainly earned my
recommendation as the new benchmark for DAC performance."
Ultra High-End, April 2012

"Benchmark, price/performance leader, giant-killer… call the
Cambridge Audio DacMagic Plus anything you’d like, but the bottom
line is that it can deliver a surprisingly high level of performance and
ergonomic elegance at a price that will leave plenty of money left
over for the other components in your system."
Playback, April 2012

By linking our plug-and-play BT100 wireless audio receiver to
DacMagic Plus, you can also stream music wirelessly from any device
that supports Bluetooth*. Best of all, if your smartphone, tablet or
Apple Mac supports the high-end audio aptX CODEC, you can stream
audiophile quality music from your device to DacMagic Plus.
*Optional BT100 audio receiver required
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as well as high gloss black or white, each ers. However, Audio Physic claims that
at a $500 premium over the standard n- the dome tweeter used in many speakish. I personally found the ebony veneer ers today is more vulnerable to ringing
in a satin nish absolutely stunning. Not distortion that results in adverse colouonly was it aesthetically striking but the ration of the high frequencies. With the
veneer quality, application and nish was advent of stiff and light weight materials,
impeccable, up there with the best. Even Audio Physic found that cone tweeters
my wife offered her unsolicited nod of (their HHCT II uses a ceramic coated
approval on rst sight. As Audio Physic aluminum diaphragm), could supersede
believes in phase time alignment of driv- dome tweeter designs in the areas of low
ers, the Sitara 25 has a 7-degree rear-ward distortion and holographic portrayal of
lean from top to bottom, giving it an as- high frequencies. In the Sitara 25, this
sertive parallelogram side prole. With novel cone tweeter is complemented by
a at face and top combined with curved two HHCM 5.9” drivers that perform the
sides and stylish out-rigger feet, the Sitara midrange and mid-woofer duties. The
25 conveyed personality, without speak- HHCM utilizes a unique basket construcing a word. The drivers, in black, are un- tion that combines a die-cast aluminum
pretentious yet elegant and didn’t require outer basket with a plastic inner basket.
the provided push-on covers to keep them The aluminum provides mechanical and
looking smart, I kept them off for the du- thermal stability, while the plastic offers
ration of the review. This brought me to maximum dampening. Like with the
the rear, where I found a single 2.5” ared cone tweeter, a ceramic coated aluminum
bass port, set mid-back. Below the bass diaphragm is used and surrounded by a
port, an aluminum terminal plate houses U-shaped elastic ring that is tted around
a single set of gold-plated WBT ve-way the cone rim, to tighten the diaphragm
binding posts. With a single set of termi- and prevent resonances. All this attention
nals, the Sitara 25 can’t be bi-amped nor to construction and design, according to
are there jumpers to upgrade. However, Audio Physic’s website, “have only one
you can be assured that the path to the goal in mind: to achieve a perfect marcrossover will always be according to Au- riage of ultimate resolution performance
dio Physic design.
and absolute freedom from coloration.”
The Sitara 25 is a compact 2.5 way Resulting in, as the names of the drivers
oorstanding speaker that utilizes a three suggest, a holographic quality to the mudriver (tweeter, midrange and mid-woof- sic produced.
er) arrangement, within a rear ported bassEnough said on aesthetics and technireex cabinet. With modest dimensions cal promise, let me now share my percepof 38.6” (H) x 5.8” (W) x 8.7” (D) and tions of their sonic virtues. For the duraa weight of 37.4 pounds, the Sitara 25 tion of my listening, the Sitara 25’s were
is primed for use in small to mid-sized powered by my resident Bryston BP6 /
rooms, from 160 – 270 feet squared. The 4B-SST2 combo, paired to my Rega Apolspeaker has a minimum impendence of 4 lo CDP. The speakers were positioned to
ohms, sensitivity of 89 dB, and frequency form a triangle with my listening seat and
response of 36 Hz – 40 kHz, with a rec- toed in substantially, with the focal point
ommended power handling of 20 – 120 being just in front of my seated position,
watts. What I was impressed to discover as per the recommendations in the Audio
was that the various models in the High- Physic manual. I kept the speakers just
End line (including the demure Sitara 25) over 1.5 feet from the rear wall and more
take advantage of the same advanced driv- than 3 feet from the side walls. I made
ers that are used in the substantially more sure that the Sitara 25’s were properly levexpensive Reference line, namely the Hy- elled, thanks to the clever and handy keyper-Holographic Cone Tweeter II (HHCT ring bubble-level accessory provided with
II) and the Hyper-Holographic Cone Mid- the speakers.
range (HHCM).
I put on Melody Gardot’s Worrisome
The HHCT II, is a 1.75” cone tweeter. Heart album and selected the third track,
Cone tweeters were commonly used in “Gone”. I was fed a banquet of detail on
the past but have been abandoned, for the this track, with every intonation in Melomost part, in all but the cheapest speak- dy’s voice apparent – her breath and the
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smack of her lips over the mic evident in
an unpretentious manner. The plucking of
the guitar strings came across with detail
and speed, the tension in the strings easily perceived but there was also the harmonic completeness that you would hear
in a live situation, rather than thinness that
some so-called detailed speakers might
offer. The violin brought its characteristic
timbre, including natural warmth, as you
would expect from a wood-bodied instrument. Moving to track four, “Sweet Memory”, the brushes on the drums sat fairly
deep in the soundstage, while remaining
clear and rmly planted. The layering of
the soundstage with the violin, guitar and
voice all presented at different depths, was
very convincing. Reverberation within
the recording venue was evident, giving a
clear sense of space.
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Next up was the Chris Botti – In Bos- CD and a top reference for transient reton, live album. Hitting play, “Ave Ma- sponse, timing, dynamics, detail, soundria”, shocked me with the utter realism stage and tonal balance. I went straight
of the applause. It wasn’t only the detail to track ten, “Jazz Variants”. Once again,
of the claps and their various placements I was presented with an immense and
across a broad soundstage but more so delineated soundstage, with instruments
the way the claps sounded. They didn’t delivered in a holographic manner. There
sound clicky and anodyne as I’ve some- was a harmony and coherence across the
times heard but rather had a humanness spectrum. Dynamics – yes, and wow.
and realistic impression. The trumpet’s The overall punch and impact was well
sound with its upper midrange resonance beyond their size and bordering on the exwas both beautiful and mesmerizing. The plosive in nature. Detail, detail and more
soundstage was vast and surprising given detail; however, delivered in a non-spot-lit
the small size of the Sitara 25. I was also manner that you had to actually listen for,
impressed by the fact that when I stood up, as it came so integrated within the whole.
the soundstage remained solidly in place, I can only postulate that this was thanks
as if I was standing in the audience before to the exceptionally low distortion in the
the performers…though I didn’t get any- high frequencies and effective integration
one yelling at me to sit down. Moving to between the drivers.
The Audio Physic Sitara 25 is a remarktrack three, “Seven Days”, I got to hear
a voice that I know so very well - Sting. able speaker that brings with it an almost
Again, the opening applause surrounded mystical and lucid portrayal of recorded
me, with individual hand claps easily per- music. It is worthy of the company’s sloceptible and positioned in a broad aural gan “no loss of ne detail” and brings this
panorama. Sting’s voice was clear, well detail with veracity and remarkable mudened and accurate. The soundstage was sical ease, while never sounding etched.
expansive, with instruments taking vari- You nd yourself almost immediately conous places within and well separated. Per- vinced, by this ease of delivery that you’re
cussion was tight and snappy with good listening to something in the esh. Imagdepth. The maracas had their raspy and ing is holographic, within generous sounddistinctive graininess but also depicted a stages. The Sitara 25 provides a tonal density, complexity and natural warmth, akin
sense of the seeds moving within.
Moving to the Pat Metheny Group’s Still to nely balanced red wine as opposed
Life (talking) album, I again received a to a heavy red, rose or white wine. This
spacious soundstage, with breadth reach- speaker also has speed and dynamics that
ing well beyond the outer edges of the add to the excitement and engagement,
speakers. The second track, “So May It when a recording so provides. Are there
Secretly Begin” was enthralling with the
opening cymbals reaching signicantly
forward of the front plane of the speakers,
almost within arms reach. I really like it
when a speaker can provide forwardness
when it’s called for and this is what the
Sitara 25’s were capable of. The sound
of a guiro being played, with its woody
tone was fun and convincing. The piano
sat deep right and had a realistic pitch and
fullness, while Pat’s electric guitar sat
higher, wide and towards the rear of the
soundstage. This can be a busy sounding
track but here it was portrayed with an undeniable ease, having a lovely tonal balance and density – the Sitara 25’s could
clearly maintain their composure.
I also tried the O-Zone Percussion
Group’s album, La Bamba. This is an
exceptionally well recorded and mastered
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any negatives or restrictions? Sure, there
always are. If you want to shake the walls
or dig into subterranean depths, the Sitara
25 is not the usual suspect and it won’t ll
a large room amply. It also won’t please
those who actually prefer a light, simple
and detail etched presentation – there
are those that prefer white wine. Nor,
will it satisfy those seeking a very warm,
weighty and robust avour. All this said,
the Audio Physic Sitara 25 is worthy of
tasting but be sure to drink sensibly, lest
you become intoxicated.

sidebar
Upgraded Feet Option
While reviewing the Sitara 25 I
exclusively used Audio Physic’s
optional sound optimizing Vibration
Control Feet (VCF) II M8 which
were installed by the distributor.
They retail for $220.00 for a set of
4, hence 2 sets are required for a
speaker pair. Post-writing, I had
only a brief chance to compare
the VCF to the standard included
spikes. Installing the spikes resulted
in the high frequencies and uppermid losing some ease and taking on
a more chiselled character, while
bass frequencies acquired additional
tautness. Which was superior? The
jury is still out but cost aside, my
lean would be towards the VCF feet.

quickinfo
Audio Physic
www.audiophysic.de
Distributed in Canada by
Goerner Communication
514-833-1977
info@goernercommunication.com
www.goernercommunication.com
Audio Physic Sitara 25
Loudspeaker
Price: $4,990 CAD (Oak, Cherry,
Walnut, Black Ash nish), $5,490
CAD (Macassar Ebony, High Gloss
White or Black nish)
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Paradigm SHIFT E3m Earphones
George de Sa
Paradigm Electronics Inc., commonly
referred to as Paradigm, is a Canadian
company that has been producing loudspeakers for around 30 years. In early
2011, this well-known speaker company
launched an all-new brand, named Paradigm SHIFT. Paradigm SHIFT, as the
name infers, brings with it a whole new
product focus and image. The focus is on
the hot and growing mobile and computerrelated audio product segment, including
powered speakers, earbuds, headphones
and gaming headsets. The new image
appears to cater to an active and youthful
lifestyle that demands style with quality.
Three all-new models are the rst entrants
to Paradigm SHIFT’s earbud line-up and
are simply named: E1 ($59), E2m ($109)
and E3m ($139). The “m” at the end of
the name designates the models with a microphone, for use with cell phones.
Paradigm designs and engineers all its
earbud products domestically; however,
all three earbud models are manufactured
in China. The research and development
(R&D) approach taken for the Paradigm
SHIFT earbuds was both innovative and
unique, involving the use of a specially
designed manikin head and torso, to simulate a human user. This method allowed
the R&D team to measure the earbud sonic properties and evaluate ergonomics in a
simulated though realistic manner. More
than 30 designs were evaluated before
arriving at the nal three most favoured
designs. Each of the three SHIFT earbuds
models has been tuned to match a corresponding Paradigm loudspeaker line, with
the E1 matching the Monitor Series, E2m
the Studio Series and E3m the Signature
Series. You may ask, what does “tuned
to match mean”? Paradigm’s experience
in loudspeaker design shows that good
sounding speakers have both at on-axis
response and smooth but gently sloping
off-axis response curves. This means that
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within an actual room, rather than a rul- packaged in a compact cardboard box
er-at overall response, a smooth yet ta- with a plastic insert. On the box it stated
pered-off high frequency curve is most de- “Audiologist Approved Fit” and a gold seal
sired. Since earbuds produce only direct boldly declared “HD Intense Bass”. I assound, with no in-room effect, the earbuds sumed this meant I would nd the E3m
were tuned to mimic their Paradigm loud- both comfortable and anything but bass
speaker counterpart’s in-room frequency shy. Inside the plastic insert, I found the
response, including the high-frequency earbuds themselves along with a compact
downward tilt. This was also felt to better leatherette travel case, instructions and
replicate the original mastering process in three sets of soft eartips – small, medium
which studio monitors are used rather than and large (the medium pair was mounted
headphones.
on the earphones at the factory).
Earlier this year, I had the opportunity
The black travel case is attractive, emto evaluate the Paradigm SHIFT E3m, the bossed with the Paradigm SHIFT logo,
top-of-the-line earbud. The E3m came and offers a netted pouch within. The soft
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eartips are thoughtfully colour coded for renements up to the 70 hour mark. What notes, more focus on midrange and high
right (red) and left (white). Though the were the changes? The veiling disap- frequency detail; however, there was less
review set came in a black nish, the E3m peared. The details improved along with weight to bass, less body and less warmth.
is also available in white. The E3m sports the high-frequency extension and delicaTaking things up a notch or two, I threw
a silver, cylindrical aluminum body that is cy. The bass tightened and the congested on Metric’s Live It Out album. Track six,
fused to a moulded plastic enclosure. This lower midrange cleared up. The caution “Monster Hospital”, was an ear-opening
moulded enclosure is at on its backside here is that with these earbuds, rst im- event. The drums were tight, had superb
with the Paradigm SHIFT logo boldly im- pressions don’t really count. The changes weight and were concussive, to say the
printed in silver. The cable is 48 inches during the rst 70 hours of use were trans- least. Bass came across with tremendous
long with a traditional Y-layout but has formational.
extension and Emily’s voice was clear and
a unique braided fabric covering with an
The majority of my listening was done even within the mix. The Grado on the
aluminum Y-splitter that is also inscribed using a portable Sony Walkman Digital other hand was much less forgiving and
with the Paradigm SHIFT logo. An in-line Media Player listening primarily to WAV brought out the harshness in the track,
microphone/one-button remote is attached les at 1411 kbps. My critical listening making it impossible to comfortably listo the cable and a gold plated 3.5mm jack however was done using my Grant Fidel- ten to this track at the same volume as the
with a tasteful aluminum surround termi- ity DAC-09 digital to analog converter E3m.
nates the cable. I found the E3m earbuds connected to my PC via SPDIF coaxial,
Overall, the E3m offered a relaxed and
to be distinctively styled, exuding a sporty playing ALAC les via iTunes. I also slightly darker persona, which lends to a
and urban chic appearance.
compared the E3m earbuds to my Grado smooth sound and allows for many hours
On the technical side, the E3m utilizes SR-80 headphones. Though the Grado of continuous, pleasurable listening, even
an 8 mm super-neodymium driver and has headphones have a completely different at high volume levels. A lot of heada published frequency response of 8 Hz to design - on-ear and open-back –I thought phones and earbuds that are praised for
19 kHz. The sensitivity is 105 dB, with they would make for an interesting com- detail tend to sound a tad bit clinical or
an impedance of 18 ohms, which should parison, given their relatively close pric- etched and with the variation in the quality
make them easy to power by any portable ing.
of recordings that exists, can be downright
audio device.
Listening to Worrisome Heart, by Mel- fatiguing for extended listening. But not
I used the E3m earbuds for about three ody Gardot, I found the brush strokes on so with the E3m. I found the E3m to be a
months; travelling to-and-from work, at drums very apparent. The piano reso- little more forgiving on less-than-optimal
leisure and while at my home computer. nance was lovely and trumpet battiness recordings, while still providing good inFrom the rst time I placed them in my ears, was clear and extended but also smooth. sight into the music and a level of detail
I found them to be both comfortable and The sax had good warmth and body, while that made listening interesting. When it
well tted – I guess the “Audiologist Ap- the drums had good weight, with the kick came to bass, these little buds really did
proved” designation helped. The earbuds drum providing a real thump. Melody’s put out! As mentioned earlier, when bass
isolated my ears effectively from outside voice came across as warm yet still re- was intense in the recording, these earbuds
noise allowing for listening at even lower tained a girlish intonation. Bass string were concussive, to the point that I could
levels. I experimented with a couple of plucks were distinct, though not as de- feel my eardrums vibrating – “warning”
positions, outlined in the accompanying tailed as with my Grado headphones. It do not try this at home. The E3m also
instructions. The rst, being a traditional was as though there was a little lacking in often gave me the impression that I was
standard position with the cables hanging the upfront snap of the strings. Overall, listening to speakers in a room, rather
down and the second, known as a sport the sound was very pleasing and relaxing than buds in my head. Though I would
position, with cable up, over and around and the E3m allowed for listening at rather not say the E3m provides a particularly
the back of the ears. Both positions were high volume levels with comfort and en- airy and open sound, it does provide a rich
comfortable; however, the sport position joyment. The Grado provided more shim- and tuneful take on the music. All in all,
substantially reduced microphonics (noise mer and sparkle, sibilance was much more I would say that if you’re looking at earinduced by cable movement or rubbing, apparent and string pluck denition more buds in the $120 to $200 range and tend
when walking or moving.)
upfront. Brush thwacks with the Grados to prefer a richer presentation, these are
My rst impression, when listening to were more dened, yet more difcult to worthy contenders.
the earbuds straight out of the box, was hear in the mix and Melody’s voice took
quickinfo
not overly positive. I was surprised to on a lighter quality but became a little
nd them uninvolving, veiled and impre- harsh at higher volumes.
cise with bloated bass. Since I’m familiar
Putting on the Metheny Mehldau QuarParadigm Electronics Inc.
with the sound of Paradigm loudspeak- tet album, the second track, “Sound of
www.paradigm.com
ers, I assumed this was something to do Water”, produced a lovely tone of the pia(905) 696-2845
with break-in and waited patiently for im- no. Sting details were clear with fullness
provements. It took about 50 hours of use and bass guitar was well grounded and
Paradigm SHIFT E3m Earphones
before I noticed a distinct improvement weighted. The Grado headphones demonPrice: $139 CAD
in their sound. I perceived further sonic strated more pronounced leading edges on
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Bryston BDP-1 Digital Player and BDA-1 DAC

Suave Kajko
The ways in which we enjoy music have
changed rapidly during the last few years.
The advent of the mp3 le format and
portable digital music players revolutionized our ability to purchase and play music. Adding a new album to your music
collection today is as easy as a few taps
of an iPhone screen or several clicks of
a computer mouse. The convenience of
digital music is undeniable. Yes it’s true
that along with the mp3 format came a
signicant reduction of sound quality but
this is also continuing to change. Today
plenty of websites offer high resolution
music downloads and even mainstream
online stores like iTunes have stepped up
their le quality. Younger generations
were quick to embrace digital music les
and now even the most discerning music
listeners are nding themselves adding
songs to a playlist rather than pulling CDs
off a shelf. While a teenager might be
perfectly content listening to lower quality music les through computer speakers, an audio enthusiast will of course require a different approach. That’s where
a forward thinking company like Bryston
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comes into play. If you’re thinking of set- mote control can be ordered for this player
ting up a high performance digital music but most owners won’t require one. That’s
system, Bryston would like you to con- because the BDP-1 can be controlled from
sider its BDP-1 Digital Player along with Apple iOS and Android smartphones and
the BDA-1 digital to analog converter tablets as well as a desktop/laptop computer. An Ethernet port in the back con(DAC).
The Bryston BDP-1 Digital Player nects the BDP-1 to a home network which
($2,195) was designed to provide the allows the player to communicate with the
highest level of digital le playback. Ex- various control devices. It does not howternally, it has the appearance of a typical ever allow the player to play audio from
Bryston component – with its brushed alu- the network - the reason being is that addminium faceplate and round buttons – but ing this functionality would add unneceson the inside it is actually a purpose-built sary noise to the circuitry.
The Bryston BDA-1 DAC ($2,195) is
computer running a modied Linux operating system. The BDP-1 is not a music naturally a perfect match for the BDP-1
server and hence does not offer any on- digital player. This stereo DAC is deboard storage for music. Instead, it plays signed to perform state-of-the-art convermusic les (up to 192 kHz/24-bit) from sion of digital audio from devices such as
any USB storage device connected to one computers, CD players and digital music
of its four USB 2.0 inputs (two in the front, players/servers into the analog domain.
two in the back). The BDP-1 offers on- Under the hood, this DAC features a lot of
board processing of popular audio les sophisticated technology – like the fully
including AIFF, FLAC, WAV, MP3, M4A discrete Class A analog circuits, two inand OGG. A two-line graphic display on dependent linear power supplies, indepenthe front panel shows song information dent analog and digital signal paths and
during playback. Its rear panel contains dual Crystal CS-4398 (192 kHz/24-bit)
two outputs – an SPDIF (BNC) and an DAC chips. The BDA-1 is a highly verAES/EBU (XLR) – and hence requires a satile DAC which offers plenty of audio
compatible DAC. An optional BR2 re- inputs: 1 USB, 4 SPDIF (2 BNC, 2 RCA),
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2 optical (TOSLINK) and 1 AES/EBU.
Outputs include both a balanced XLR and
an unbalanced RCA.
If you’d like to learn more technical
information about the BDP-1 and the
BDA-1, check out their respective product pages on the Bryston website – each
offers a brochure that explains all of the
component’s features and technology
in great detail. Both the BDP-1 digital
player and the BDA-1 DAC are available
with silver or black faceplates (17 and 19
inch versions), and can be ordered in rack
mountable versions.
The BDP-1 digital player can be controlled in one of several ways – using the
buttons on the front panel, the separately
sold remote, any home network computer
as well as Apple iOS and Android devices.
Of course the sleekest and most practical
of these are Apple and Android tablets,
and smartphones. With an iPad and two
iPhones in my house I was all set to go.
Initial setup of the BDP-1 is simple
enough but to get the most out of this
player you’ll need to spend some time
nding and conguring the control/interface software of your preference. Conguration of the software doesn’t take
very long but you’ll likely have to hunt
around for the proper settings on the web.
You’ll also need to purchase good quality
CD ripping software to transfer CDs into
lossless digital les – I used dBpoweramp software as recommended by a few
CANADA HiFi forum members. Finally,
you’ll also need an external hard drive to
store your music collection. I went with a
160 GB Seagate Solid State Drive (SSD)
since it has no mechanical parts and hence
should not introduce any noise into the
playback system.
The BDP-1 is virtually a computer and
hence does take about one minute to start
up. Since this player has no moving parts
or fans, its operation is completely silent
– a big plus compared to CD players. To
avoid any USB jitter problems, the BDP-1
copies every song into a memory buffer
and then plays it from there, instead of
playing it directly from the USB device.
The BDP-1 has built-in software called
Bryston Max which can be accessed
through any tablet, cell phone or computer web browser. A Bryston Mini version
of the software, designed for the smaller
screens of cell phones, is also available.
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I tested the Bryston Max on my second artist, album, song and genre. Playback
generation iPad. This software allows can be chosen as individual songs, whole
basic playback and playlist creation. The albums or as a playlist. Playlist creation
trouble is that it looks very plain and is a is as simple as individual song playback.
little slow to respond. The on-screen in- When in Album mode, MPaD displays the
terface feels like you’re browsing through picture of every album stored on any storle folders rather than a nice graphical age devices connected the BDP-1’s USB
interface. After clicking anything on the ports. During playback MPaD displays a
screen, there is a second or so delay be- larger version of the album cover on the
fore the next screen comes up. As I was iPad screen and provides le quality inforwriting this review, Bryston sent me a beta mation when you tap on the cover. MPaD
version of a new software interface that is a great software, which I hope will conthe company has been developing. This tinue to improve with future updates, and
updated software offers a much quicker provided a wonderfully pleasant and reresponse and an improved graphical in- freshing way of playing music on my auterface and will be available to all BDP-1 dio system. I also installed MPoD on my
owners soon.
iPhone, and although it doesn’t offer as
There are however much better control attractive of a graphical interface, it funcinterfaces for Apple iOS devices which I tioned just as well as MPaD. In fact, both
tried. They come in the form of two apps of these apps worked wonderfully well
available for download from the iTunes when used together – for example, I could
store: one is called MPaD ($2.99) for the select a playlist in MPaD and later play
iPad and the other one is called MPoD with the music selection in MPoD, since
(free) for the smaller screens of iPhones the playlist on each device automatically
and iPod touch devices. This is third party updates the software running on any other
software, not designed by Bryston, which devices. Another beauty of using apps as
provides a graphical user interface capable a remote – they are very easily updateable.
In fact, as this review was going to print,
another new, improved version of MPaD
was released.
Owners of Android tablets and cell
phones will be glad to know that a number
of different apps are also available from
the Android Market, although I didn’t test
any of them since I don’t own any Android devices. The important thing to note
is that the BDP-1 is based on open source
software which means that any software
developer can design software to control
There are numerous ways to control the
it.
BDP-1. I preferred using the MPaD
Potential buyers of the BDP-1 digital
software on my iPad and MPoD on my
player should be aware that integrating a
iPhone.
component like this into their system is
quite different from setting up a new CD
of controlling all of the BDP-1’s functions. player. Technical inclination and patience
Installation and conguration of this soft- will denitely help. As I mentioned above,
ware was straight forward and took just a rst you’ll have to choose (and purchase)
few minutes. With MPaD installed on my CD ripping software, buy an external hard
iPad, my user experience changed entirely. drive and transfer all your music to it.
MPaD’s graphical interface doesn’t offer Next you’ll need to explore and congure
just an attractive feast for your eyes, it the various tablet control interfaces to see
also offers quick, seamless control of the which one works best for you. You may
BDP-1. Searching for and playing songs run into some network/connection issues,
is simply a matter of a few swipes and as I did on a couple of occasions, but all of
taps of the iPad screen. Finding a specic these can be resolved fairly easily. None
song is very simple because MPaD al- of this is particularly complicated but it’s
lows you to sort your music collection by certainly more involved and time consum-
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ing than just hooking up a new CD player. I compared it to the DAC built into my
You will however be rewarded well for Classé Audio CDP-102 CD player. To
your efforts.
be honest I was prepared to hear a subtle
I started my listening sessions by play- difference between the two DACs but I
ing 44 kHz/16-bit FLAC les, ripped from was astonished at just how differently the
my CD collection. This Bryston duo de- two DACs sounded. The BDA-1 not only
livered a smooth, yet detailed sound from presented me with signicantly increased
the outset. Songs from my Beatles collec- musical detail, it sounded as if a veil was
tion played with a great liveliness across lifted off my music. When listening to
the entire frequency range and presented “Rolling In the Deep” from Adele’s 21ala delightfully immersive soundstage. The bum her voice sounded cleaner and more
vocals were clean and often shifted play- pronounced which allowed me to pick out
fully around the soundstage. The guitar a number of additional nuances. The echo
and bass notes were tuneful and dynamic. of her voice took a longer time to decay
The BDP-1 had no issues resolving all the and hence sounded more natural. The
musical layers of more complex songs kick drum beneted from more texture as
like “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club did every other instrument on this album.
Band” and “With a Little Help from My “Someone Like You” sounded almost as if
Friends”. As I browsed through and se- someone was playing a piano in the room
lected songs on my iPad from the 14 Beat- and the passion in Adele’s voice sounded
les albums, I realized another great benet so real that hairs on my arms stood up.
that this player offers over a CD player – The BDA-1 DAC sounded much more
the quickness with which it allows you to uid compared to my CD player’s DAC,
search and play songs from your collec- and hence brought me remarkably close to
tion. Only a few days ago, listening to a the sound of a real, live performance.
song from a different album meant getting
Next I shifted my focus to higher resoluout of my listening chair, nding the next tion music. The MA Recordings Hi Resoalbum on the shelf, ejecting the CD, put- lution Sampler disc, a DVD-ROM which
ting the new one in the player and waiting contains a collection of 88.2, 96 174.4
for it to load. How cumbersome is that? kHz wav les, seemed like a place good
With the BDP-1 all of this can be accom- start. Of course before listening I copied
plished with just a few nger taps on my the les to my SSD drive connected to the
iPad. I’ve honestly never had this much BDP-1 digital player. The female voice
fun with my Beatles collection!
and the piano in the opening track soundListening to Radiohead’s “OK Comput- ed wonderfully rich as they echoed in the
er” album threw me right back into the 90s environment where the track was origiwhen I used to listen to this disc on a start- nally recorded. I immediately noticed the
er audio system that my parents were nice increased size of the soundstage and not
enough to buy me in high school. Navi- just in width and depth but also in height.
gating through these familiar songs, ex- The higher sampling rates resulted in the
cept this time on an audio system worlds most natural sounding vocals I’ve heard
apart, I instantly developed a whole new from this Bryston duo yet – the highs were
appreciation for this music. “Subter- crisp and open, the midrange was rich and
ranean Homesick Alien” offered a holo- tuneful, and the bass offered great extengraphic soundstage, expansive in every sion and control. The same was true of
direction – width, depth and even height. all the instruments which benetted from
“Exit Music (For a Film)” was equally as increased resolution and texture. If you’re
immersive. It’s amazing how albums like looking for some well recorded high resothis can make the music listening experi- lution music I urge you to check out the
ence completely surreal. These are quali- MA Recordings catalogue at www.mareties that I never even imagined from my cordings.com.
starter audio system.
Changing the pace, I moved to the self-tiThe sound pleasing my ears wasn’t com- tled Metallica album (96 kHz/24-bit) that I
ing from the BDP-1 digital player alone purchased from www.hdtracks.com. With
of course. The other new component in tracks such as “Nothing Else Matters” and
my system for this review was the Brys- “The Unforgiven” the guitar strings soundton BDA-1 DAC. To test its capabilities, ed noticeably fuller and warmer compared
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to the 44.1 kHz/16-bit songs I listened to
earlier, almost as if there were played on a
tube based guitar amp. The strumming of
every string sounded more distinct and decayed at a more natural manner. The same
was evident with the clashing cymbals
which offered an increased level of texture. The background was dead silent with
this Bryston duo, which allowed a much
deeper level of detail to come through my
Focal Electra 1008 Be II speakers.
Having spent a few months in my equipment rack, I can truthfully say that the
Bryston BDP-1 digital player and BDA-1
DAC make one heck of a powerful team.
In combination with my iPad and iPhone
the BDP-1 changed the way I access and
enjoy my music library completely – in
the greatest of ways. It breathed an entirely new life into my listening sessions
and made searching for and discovering
new and old music fun like never before.
The only downside of the BDP-1 is that
it doesn’t offer the option to stream audio from a home network, a place where
many music fans store their music. This
was however a calculated choice for the
BDP-1 in the attempt to deliver the highest quality of audio. The BDA-1 on the
other hand rewarded me with some of
the most detailed and cleanest digital
music playback I’ve heard to date. It
also offered a phenomenally expansive
soundstage, offering loads of air between
different layers of sound. Thanks to its
generous number of inputs and outputs,
the BDA-1 will feel right at home in any
system. At $2195 each, both components
offer a very good value in their respective
categories. If you’re looking to modernize your music listening experience, these
are denitely two components that you’ll
want to consider. I give both of them my
highest recommendation.

quickinfo
Bryston Ltd.
www.bryston.com
705-742-5325 or 800-632-8217
Bryston BDP-1 Digital Player
Price: $2,195 CAD
Bryston BDA-1 DAC
Price: $2,195 CAD
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productreview
Alpha Design Labs Cruise Portable Headphone Amplier

Neil Underwood
Think of how many music fans listen to
music using headphones or earphones
plugged into their Apple devices, smart
phones, PCs or Macs. As an increasing
number of consumers become aware of
the low delity sound coming out of these
devices, many are looking to improve their
listening experience by using portable and
table-top headphone ampliers and DACs.
It’s no surprise then that there are plenty
of options when it comes to compact
headphone ampliers and DACs, many in
the $500 range. As with any audio/video
component there are wide variances in
performance and features when it comes
to these devices so it’ll serve you well to
be informed before making a purchase.
In this review, I take a look at the slick
new Alpha Design Labs Cruise portable
headphone amplier ($520), which comes
with a built-in USB DAC (24-bit/96 kHz).
Alpha Design Labs (or ADL) is a relatively new product line from high-end audio
accessory manufacturer Furutech. ADL’s
mandate is to provide the exemplary design, build quality and performance associated with the traditional Furutech line
but at signicantly more accessible price
points. ADL’s current stable of products
consists of headphones ampliers, USB
DACs and audio/video cables.
The ADL Cruise is actually the second
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ADL headphone amplier/DAC re- tain that high gloss nish.
Now let the fun begin as I take the ADL
viewed in these pages. The company’s rst offering, the table-top GT- Cruise on a test drive. My source was a
40 USB DAC/headphone amplier/ MacBook laptop running on battery powphono stage certainly set the bench- er, while I listened to the music on a pair
mark for performance and versatility of Grado HF-1 headphones. I alternated
at its price point. The Cruise offers between the provided USB and analog
fewer features, but promises exem- cables, running between the MacBook
plary performance and a compact and the Cruise, during my tests. I played
form factor which makes it ideal for music of varying quality from my iTunes
those on the move. The build qual- library.
First track on the agenda was Muddy
ity of the Cruise certainly imparts
the sense that something special will Water’s “Long Distance” from the reoccur once you put the pedal to the markably well recorded 1963 album Folk
metal. This device is luxuriously encased Singer. I’m very familiar with the SACD
in a non-resonant carbon ber shell, with version of this album so I had a hi-rez
mirror-polished non-magnetic steel sides. benchmark to compare with. The magic
The unit exudes quality in every sense and of this recording is the uncannily accurate
at 65 by 120 by 28 mm, is a perfect size localization of the performers within the
to conveniently slip into one’s pocket for soundstage, which exactly replicates their
listening on the go. The Cruise has a high positions as shown on the cover photos of
quality volume control dial on the front the actual recording session. Using the
plate, which also houses an analog 3.5mm USB input I was amazed at how close the
gold plated input and a 3.5mm headphone spatiality of the headphone experience
output. The Cruise will gladly drive head- mimicked the soundstage of the SACD
phones rated from 12 to 600 ohms imped- version when listening to it through loudance. On the rear plate is the on/off toggle speakers in a traditional two channel sysswitch and a gold-plated USB input (mini tem. Buddy Guy was clearly strumming
B type). The USB input doubles as a re- his guitar off to the right of Muddy’s tastecharging jack for the internal recharge- ful pickings. Acoustic stand-up bass playable lithium ion battery when used with er Willie Dixon was located just behind
the supplied AC/DC mini power adapter. and left of Muddy and drummer Clifton
The internal battery takes about 5 hours to James was at the far left. The huge dycharge and offers up to 80 hours of music namic range and clarity of the instruments
playback. When listening to the USB in- and Muddy’s voice were all maintained
put, the unit is powered by the computer’s via the digital USB input and headphones.
USB output. Using the Cruise with a Attack of guitar strings showed excellent
laptop will provide the opportunity for a initial transient response and decay was
completely “off the grid” headphone sys- realistic. Heft of the bass drum, tonality
tem, meaning that the system won’t have and timbre of the stand-up bass and the
to rely on the contaminated power from deep resonant quality of Muddy’s voice
an AC wall outlet. The Cruise is supplied indicated an ability to accurately resolve
with a number of goodies in the box: a one deep bass fundamentals. This was very
meter Furutech USB mini B type to USB impressive performance right out of the
type A cable, a Furutech analog cable box. Maintaining the same volume, I then
terminated with 3.5mm jacks, a carrying connected the analog input from the Maccase that replicates the carbon bre nish Book’s built-in soundcard to the 3.5mm
of the Cruise and a cleaning cloth to main- input on the Cruise. The only differences I
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determined were a slight diminishment of energy band that is guitar-driven. Their
depth of the soundstage, slightly reduced track “Wolf Like Me” is fast and ferocious
dynamics and bass was not quite as deep but clean in its presentation and arrangeand resonant. The fact that I was running ment. This track actually sounded pretty
the MacBook “off the grid” and using the consistent between the USB and analog
internal soundcard (which is of decent inputs. Vocals were clear and intelligible,
quality) indicated that given a good source, even when the guitars were cranking and
the analog input on the Cruise was indeed the percussive elements played loudly.
of excellent quality. For those who intend
The Jacques Loussier Trio is one of my
to use the Cruise as a portable headphone favourite performers whose modus opeamp this is great news.
randi is to offer classical treats reworked
Next up was Radiohead, my benchmark into a contemporary, jazzy interpretation.
band for determining a system’s ability “Fugue No. 5 in D Minor” offers Loussito sort out dense, complex rock mixes. I er’s trademark piano recorded impeccably,
started with the track “Nude” from the al- with a wonderful stand-up bass solo and
bum In Rainbows. This track was a touch tasteful percussion. Using the USB conmore challenging for the Cruise in both nection, the piano sounded full-bodied
USB and analog modes. The top end was with a natural timbre to die for. I could
just a bit strident but the various sound actually hear the resonance of the wood of
elements in the mix were accurately lo- the stand-up bass and the percussion was
cated, although not as sonically envelop- delicate, yet the leading transients were
ing as playback on my two channel sys- realistic. Given that the piano is the most
tem. The mid range was excellent, voices difcult instrument to record and playback
had an accurate timbre and Tom Yorke’s accurately, it came as no surprise that the
vocal quirkiness was coherent. There is biggest difference between the USB and
so much happening in Radiohead tunes analog connections was in the way the
that headphones just can’t do justice to piano notes sounded. The piano perforthe huge 3D soundstage but the overall mance was atter and less palpable via the
sound was certainly enjoyable. Switching analog input, with decay and sustain dito the analog input represented the biggest minished, compared to the USB playback.
difference of all the tracks I tested. The
Last up was a track from The Beatles
soundstage got more muddled and highs Love album, “Within You Without You” were edgy but the mid range had similar an excellent remix of the Beatles classic
clarity to the USB input.
that provides a contemporary slant on an
TV On The Radio is an exciting new, high older recording. The incredible dynamics

and transparency of this remastered track
shined through via the USB cable. The
tom tom drums had a rounded and analog
sound that was incredibly life-like. The
swirling sound effects at the end of the
tune exhibited inner details that I actually
didn’t pick up on when listening to the
track on my two channel system. Switching to the analog input the sound became
slightly “tinny” with not as much depth to
the presentation. However bass and mid
range performance were on par with the
digital input.
The ADL Cruise portable headphone
amplier is a perfect little upgrade for
music lovers who would like to enjoy
much higher quality sound from their
headphones, whether at home or on the
go. Given its $520 price, it offers performance, value and ergonomics that place it
comfortably above the competition.

quickinfo
Alpha Design Labs (by Furutech)
www.adl-av.com
Distributed in Canada by
AuDIYo Inc., www.audiyo.com
416-704-0105
Alpha Design Labs Cruise Portable Headphone Amplier
Price: $520 CAD

productreview
Furutech Destat II
Neil Underwood
There are numerous factors that may impede the optimum performance of various
components in an audio and video system.
Some are well known, while some not so
clear cut. As avid audio video enthusiasts,
many of us strive to seek and destroy any
deleterious anomalies associated with our
set up and there are literally hundreds of
“tweaks” or remedies available to assist us,
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whatever the issue may be.
There is a particular issue that does not
come up regularly in conversation and
that is static charge and the manner in
which accumulated static charge affects
equipment, cabling and even the media
we play on our systems. In this review
I’ll be taking a look at the Furutech Destat
II ($495), a device designed to remove

static and dust from analog and digital
components and media. The Destat II is
an updated version of the original Destat
device and features an improved ion ow
generator which uses more emitters than
in the previous version.
The timeliness of this review is interesting as I had been dealing with static related issues in my AV system just prior to
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receiving the Destat II. For some inexplicable reason, the fuses in my ModWright
Instruments LS36.5 preamp kept failing
over the last few months. Upon analyzing the events that led to the issue, I determined that I never bothered to ground
myself prior to manually switching the
preamp on and off. The Persian rug in my
AV room turned out to be the culprit, as
walking across it built up a serious static
charge in my body and the carpet. Our
bodies can accumulate and discharge a
static charge as high as several thousand
volts and this can potentially damage
gear and affect cables and even the round
shiny discs we play. I inspected my system to determine if any parts of it were
making physical contact with the rug and
sure enough found a few points of contact.
The power cord and the HDMI cable running from my projector to the AV receiver,
were both underneath the carpet. Relocating the two cables so that they no longer
made contact with the carpet resulted in
a revelatory experience. Both the audio
and video aspects of my system’s performance witnessed improvements. The AV
receiver’s FM and multi channel audio
performance became exceedingly transparent and benetted from added dimensionality and dynamics. The two channel
performance of the system was surprisingly improved as well, proving that negative aspects in one part of the system can
pollute the entire chain. Even the video
performance of my setup improved, offering deeper blacks and adding a three
dimensional quality to the image. I was
now convinced that static charge was a
critical area that needed to be addressed
within my system.
Along came the Furutech Destat II to the
rescue and not a moment too soon. The
Destat II is a small handheld device, designed to eliminate static charge in equipment, cables, LPs and any music and video
discs. Powered by a rechargeable lithium
ion battery, its powerful fan removes any
dust while a perfect blend of negative and
positive ions emitted from its ion ow
generator eliminate static. And don’t
think that this is snake oil. It may not be
a well-known fact, but in the manufacturing industry, balanced fan-blown emissions of negative/positive ions on plastics,
paper and textiles are routinely utilized
in manufacturing to reestablish an equal
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balance of positive/negative
ions, thereby eliminating
electrical charges in these
materials.
So how did it work for me?
To run a treatment, you rst
need to select the 10 or 20
second cycle with a switch
and then hit the ‘go’ button.
Placing any optical disc on
the Destat II and treating
both sides with the 20 second
cycle resulted in a noticeable
improvement in audio and
video playback. During the
treatment, I could actually
see the disc becoming more
reective with the rainbows
on the disc becoming deeper
in hue and intensity as the
cycle ran its course and micro dust was repelled. Treating my Esoteric X-05 CD/
SACD player’s polycarbonate tray also further improved
playback performance. The
resulting sound was more
analog in its nature, offering a dead-silent background
and increased dimensionality. Overall, the sound was
more relaxed and effortless.
Leading edge transients and
micro dynamics were more
readily apparent. Rock and
alternative music, especially
dense mixes like Radiohead’s Kid A album,
beneted from a “sorting” of the arrangements, with sonic details placed in precise
spots in the soundstage. I noticed an even
further improvement when listening to
classical discs. The non-amplied, acoustic instruments had a dened space in the
soundstage, never wavering, even during
huge crescendos. Blu-ray video playback
was also clearly enhanced, producing a
smoother image and a more dened rendition of colours and hues. Inner details and
spatial cues in movie soundtracks were
natural sounding and more precise.
So there is no question that treating optical discs with the Destat II had positive
effects on their playback in my system.
The effect on the components and cables
was more subtle but also denitely further
rened the sound of my gear.
The Furutech Destat II is one of the most

effective system “tweaks” that I have
ever experienced. Treating discs prior to
playback and enjoying the benets have
become a part of the routine for me. I’ve
also started treating my gear and cabling
on a periodic basis. The Furutech Destat
II gets my seal of approval – highly recommended!
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